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Abstract
A new method to find a lower energy solution to a QUBO/Ising objective function will be
presented in this paper. It is applied to samples returned from the D-Wave for various example
cases. This method, multi-qubit correction (MQC), creates a sample with an equal-to or less-
than energy than any of the D-wave samples used to create it. The method will be detailed and
the results of 3 uses cases will be given to demonstrate its merit.
1 Introduction
The D-Wave[6] is an adiabatic quantum computer[5, 8]. The problem class that is addressed by
the D-Wave is based on the Ising model objective function, F :
F =
∑
i
aiqi +
∑
i
∑
j
bijqiqj (1)
where qi ∈ {−1, 1} are the qubit values returned by the D-Wave, and ai ∈ [−2, 2] and bij ∈
[−1, 1] are the coefficients given to the D-Wave associated with the qubits and the qubit couplers
respectively.
There has been extensive work done on quantum error correction, in particular on error cor-
rection of quantum annealing computations[10, 7, 9]. The D-Wave is also considered a quantum
annealing computer. These works on quantum error correction focus on improving quantum archi-
tecture, finding better physical parameter adjustment, and encoding additional physical qubits for
error correction into the quantum problem to be solved.
The purpose of a quantum annealer is to find the absolute (global) minimum of the expression
F , which is NP-hard. A simpler problem can be expressed by F , an NP-complete problem, where
the pattern of qubit values is what is important, not the global minimum. An NP-complete problem
solution can be quickly verified, and yet finding the pattern of qubit values is intractable. In either
case, determining the correctness of the solution as it is being computed is extremely difficult. The
complexity of defining error correction of a system in which large numbers of qubits are interacting
with each of over a very short period of time only exacerbate the problem of defining what exactly
error correction is. If one defines error correction as finding the best possible minimization of F ,
then it is little more than a heuristic that may come close to the minimum, but one will never
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know if it has been reached. Or if you define error correction as correcting the bit pattern before
you’ve completed the computation, when the problem is intractable and your computation takes
only a single step, one has a dilemma. This work focuses on a heuristic approach to improving the
minimum value of F , in the expectation that the resulting qubit value pattern is correct.
A D-Wave 2x can have as many as 1152 qubit coefficients and 3360 coupler coefficients. A D-
Wave 2000Q can have as many as 2048 qubit coefficients and 6016 coupler coefficients. Therefore
to utilize the D-Wave, one must come up with a set of coefficients and send them to the D-
Wave. The D-Wave then returns at least one set of qubit values. This set is referred to here as
a sample. A request may be for many more than one sample. A typical request here results in
1000 samples. The D-Wave’s purpose is to return the set of qubit values which minimize F . The
value of the objective function, F , for a sample will be referred to as the sample’s energy. There
can only be one global minimum energy, though there may be multiple samples with that global
minimum energy. This global minimum energy corresponds to the ground state of the D-Wave for
the given set of coefficients. The D-Wave often returns a non-minimum energy state due to inherent
quantum/thermal noise in the system or the closeness of a large number of slightly higher energy
’active’ states near the ground state. This leads to the question: if the D-Wave does not always
return qubit values corresponding to the ground state what are the properties of the D-wave that
can be depended upon to perform useful computations. Previously, the author addressed this issue
by characterizing the behavior of the D-Wave with various test cases[3].
This paper addresses quantum annealer correction more from a results improvement perspective
than a qubit value correction perspective. The heuristic approach defined in this paper uses a post-
processing method performed classically on the quantum annealer’s returned results. Thus the
method may be performed on any quantum annealer independent of the quantum architecture or
any additional architectural or algorithmic improvements. This work focuses on extracting whatever
information possible from the quantum annealer’s results that can be utilize to improve the final
results. The method’s primary goal is to find the global minimum value of F . It’s secondary goal,
in some cases it’s a more important goal, is to discover the qubit value pattern that represents the
global minimum value of F .
In the D-Wave improvement algorithm, single qubit correction(SQC), described in [4], each
qubit was processed one at a time. The influence of the qubit on F was calculated and if the
influence was negative, its value would be left alone. But if the influence was positive, the value
of the qubit would be negated, thus making the influence negative and lowering the overall sample
energy. This is done for every sample individually, forcing the energy of each sample to a value of
F that is a minimum value but seldom the global minimum.
In this paper, a more robust algorithm will be presented, multi-qubit correction (MQC). Instead
of processing one qubit at a time on samples individually, groups of qubits are treated as units,
tunnels, and samples are compared with each other to find these tunnels. The term ‘tunnel’ here
is analogous to the concept of quantum tunnels as presented in [1]. In [1], a quantum tunnel is
demonstrated as the property of the D-Wave to simultaneously flip a group of qubit values thus
changing a non-global minimum solution to a global minimum solution.
So a tunnel is defined here as a group qubits which has an influence value, I. When all its qubit
values are negated (flipped), they influence the value of F by either increasing it by I, decreasing
it by I, or not changing it at all, I = 0. A positive influence, I, implies that the tunnel qubits
should be flipped, to lower the value of F , a negative influence means the the tunnel should be left
as is, and a zero influence allows the tunnel to change the sample to a new sample which has the
same value of F resulting in additional samples with the same energy. In the case of a sample with
globally minimum energy, a zero influence tunnel will give multiple samples for the ground state
solution.
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The assumptions here is that 1) the D-Wave seldom find either the global minimum or a local
minimum, 2) that it always finds something near the ground state, and better yet 3) it finds
components of the global minimum or tunnels that lead to the global minimum.
In this paper, a method, MQC, will be presented to find tunnels which will lead to the construc-
tion of a more minimal solution and possibly the globally minimum solution. Note that in many if
not most cases, it is not provable that a solution is a global minimum. It can only be shown that
one sample represents a lower energy than another. This paper will also present three use cases
that demonstrate the merit of MQC.
2 Multi-qubit Correction Method (MQC)
The objective of multi-qubit correction is to construct a sample that has globally minimal energy,
though not provably the global minimum. This is done by constructing a new sample for every
pair of samples, reducing the number of samples by half. This is repeated until only one sample
is left. Each constructed new sample will have an energy that is equal-to or less-than either of the
two samples that it was created from.
2.1 New sample construction
The construction of a new sample starts with two samples, A and B. A and B are compared to
determine if qubits qAi and q
B
i are equal or not. Two sets of qubit indices are created i ∈ S if
qAi = q
B
i and i ∈ D if qAi 6= qBi . D is a tunnel which represents the transformation of sample
A to sample B. This in itself is rather useless. However it can be used to find sub-tunnels that
may be used to transform A or B into a sample with lower energy. The next step is to find those
sub-tunnels. A sub-tunnel, T , of D consist of all qi and qj where bij 6= 0 and i, j ∈ D. Therefore
T is the closure of a set qubits connected transitively to each other, but not connected to other
qubits in D. This results in a set of tunnels T k that have no non-zero connections between them.
All T k are independent of each other (Eq. 2). There are no zero value couplers (bij) between any
qubit in one tunnel and a qubit in another. And yet the union of all tunnels is equal to the tunnel
D (Eq. 3).
T s ∩ T t = ∅,∀s, t (2)
n⋃
k=1
T k = D (3)
where n is the number of tunnels found in D. The influence of T k is its contribution to A or
B. Note that the energy contribution of T k ( its influence ) to A is the negative of its contribution
to B. The influence of T k relative to sample A is as follows:
IkA =
∑
i∈Tk
aiq
A
i +
∑
i∈Tk
∑
j∈S
bijq
A
i qj (4)
Note that qj is the same for both samples A and B. Also note that
∑
i∈Tk
∑
j∈Tk
bijq
A
i q
A
j is not included
in the expression above. This because it has the same value no matter whether the values of the
qubits of T k are flipped or not and does not effect the relative influence of IkA and I
k
B.
The lowest energy common sample can be obtained from either sample A or B. If the influence
of a tunnel T k has a positive value relative to A, its qubit values are flipped giving a new sample
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with a lower energy. If this is done for all T k such that IkA > 0, the result is a new sample C with a
minimal energy relative to A. If this is done for B, the same minimal energy sample C is created.
2.2 Sample Aggregation
As stated before, all the samples obtained from the physical quantum machine (eq. D-Wave) will
be aggregated into a single sample. The energy of this sample will be less-then or equal-to the
lowest energy sample obtained from the quantum machine. If n samples were originally obtained
from the quantum device, the first aggregation step will produce n/2 new samples. In O(log(n))
steps the n samples will be reduced to one sample.
3 Multi-qubit Correction Examples
D-Wave sample correction is simple and can be easily incorporated into any algorithm that has
direct access to samples returned by the D-Wave. In the following sub-sections, the results from
3 algorithms are presented which utilize corrected and uncorrected D-Wave samples. The first
example is a study of minimizing F for a set of random values, qubit and coupler coefficients. The
second example expands on D-Wave characteristics shown in [3]. It shows the behavior of the qubit
chain (virtual qubits) using uncorrected D-Wave samples, SQC corrected samples, MQC corrected
samples, and theoretically correct virtual qubits. The third example shows how well a Chimera
Boltzmann machine[2] trained on hand written digits from the MNIST data set performs using
uncorrected, SQC corrected, and MQC corrected D-Wave samples.
3.1 Example 1: Objective function with random coefficients
In this example, 1000 cases were created consisting of random values for all qubit and coupler
coefficients. For each case 10,000 samples were requested from the D-Wave 2X at Burnaby, BC.
The 10,000 samples formed into 10 sample sub-sets of increasing size. Each sub-set containing all
the samples of the preceding set. Starting with 1000 samples in the first sub-set and adding 1000
samples to each succeeding sub-set with the 10th and last sub-set containing all 10,000 samples.
MQC was applied to each sub-set of samples for each case.
N 0K 1K 2K 3K 4K 5K 6K 7K 8K 9K 10K
Cases 4 789 82 43 21 13 18 11 11 4 4
Table 1: Samples that reach final minimum within N samples.
Table 1 shows how many cases reached their MQC minimum sample by the N th set of samples
and showed no improvement for any larger set of samples. The 4 cases indicated in column 0K
showed no improvement over the uncorrected D-Wave samples. Indicating that MQC did not
improve over the minimum D-Wave sample. Out of the 1000 cases MQC improved 996 cases,
taking anywhere from 1000 to 10000 D-Wave samples to do it.
One can see in [4] that when SQC is applied to a case with random coefficients just shifts the
distribution of sample energies toward a lower value.
Of the 1000 cases used in this example, SQC produced lower minimum energies than the D-
Wave for 976 cases and MQC produced lower minimum energies than SQC for 941 cases. Of the
cases that SQC or MQC did not return lower energies their energies were the same to within 10−14.
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3.2 Example 2: Virtual qubit characteristics
The concept of a virtual qubit is a group of physical qubits that act as one. Therefore if one of the
qubits has a true value all the qubits should have a true value, and if one of the qubits has a false
value all the qubits should have a false value. Since the Ising model is being assumed here, true is
equivalent to 1 and false is equivalent to -1. Virtual qubits are represented here with 12-bit chains
of physical qubits. Seldom however are the values of the qubits of a virtual qubit all true or all
false.
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Figure 1: Plots of P (q = 1) vs. ai using the Ising model for 12 qubit chains on D-Wave 2X (a)
uncorrected and (b) corrected with SQC. (17 different values of bij were plotted.)
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Figure 2: Plots of P (q = 1) vs. ai using the Ising model for 12 qubit chains on D-Wave 2X (a)
corrected with MQC and (b) theoretically correct. (17 different values of bij were plotted.)
For the sake of this analysis, voting is used to determined if a virtual qubit is true or false. If the
number of physical qubits that are true is greater-than or equal-to the number of qubits that are
false, then the virtual qubit is determined to be true. Figures 1 and 2 are plots of the probability
that a virtual qubit is true verse the value of the qubit and coupler coefficients used in the virtual
qubits. All the physical qubits of a virtual qubit will have the same qubit coefficient, ai, and the
same coupler coefficient, bij . Since the coefficients represent a 2 dimensional space, the plots are
5
families of curves. Each curve represents a single coupler coefficient bij . Each curve is a plot of
probability vs qubit coefficients ai.
Note that lack of sharp structure in the plots of figure 1 is indicative of thermal noise. Though
the D-Wave runs at 12 milli-Kelvin there is sufficient thermal noise to be visible in the plots of
qubit behavior (see [3]). This is true for the SQC corrected samples as well as the uncorrected
samples. But the plots of figure 2 are distinctly sharper. Figure 2b is the plot of a theoretically
perfect D-Wave at absolute zero. Clearly this would be impossible to implement in real hardware.
However MQC does appear to be able to realize this through post processing of D-Wave samples
(error correction). Note that figure 2a and 2b are nearly identical. The energy of each case of
the MQC plotted data were calculated and had the same ground state energy as the theoretically
perfect D-wave for the same case. The differences are due to the fact that the theoretical results
exhaustively calculated all possible ground state results giving a more detailed plot. MQC only
used 40 virtual qubits to calculate the statistics of its plots thus giving not as great detail.
3.3 Example 3: Chimera Boltzmann machine
A Chimera Boltzmann machine neural network with 2048 neurons was formed by mapping the
neurons onto the 2048 qubits of a D-Wave 2000Q in Burnaby, BC. It was trained on 100 MNIST
images (28x28 pixels) and tested with another 100 MNIST images. The neural network consisted
of three layers, an input layer of size 784, a hidden layer of 2048 neurons, and an output layer of
size 10. This may not be a realistic artificial neural network, but its intent is to test this style of
algorithm on the D-Wave with sample correction.
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Figure 3: Result of Chimera Boltzmann machine while using uncorrected and corrected results
from the D-Wave
Figure 3 is a plot of how well this neural network learns the training data with uncorrected
samples, SQC corrected samples, and MQC corrected samples used to compute the neural network
weight updates. The plots show that the neural network learns more rapidly with SQC or MQC
corrected samples than with uncorrected samples. The plots also show that all of the methods do
equally poorly at recognizing non-trained data which is an indication that due to the use of so
many neurons in the hidden layer the neural network is over-fitting the training data. SQC does as
well as MQC in training, probably due to the fact that D-Wave samples from a single set of neural
network weights are corrected to a single minimal sample for both SQC and MQC (see [4]). The
reason for this requires further study.
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4 Conclusion
A method (MQC) has been presented that improves the results returned by the D-Wave the vast
majority of the time. It can only be argued at this time that it improves the result, not necessarily
corrects it. It is simple to implement. On a 2.67Ghz Intel i7, 10,000 samples are reduced to an
optimal sample in 3.87 seconds and 1,000 samples in 0.44 seconds. As compared to the current
time it takes to get a result from a remote D-Wave of about 2 seconds for 1000 samples and 6 to 8
seconds for 10,000 samples, it is relatively fast. MQC was shown in section 3.3 to perform as well
as SQC on a Chimera Boltzmann machine and much better than the D-Wave alone in terms of
training rate. In 3.2, MQC demonstrated in a problem that can be computed classically to correct
the D-Wave results to the global minimum of the objective function in all cases tried. And in 3.1,
for a problem that is not feasible to compute classically, applying MQC to a more general use of
the objective function (i.e. random coefficients), it improved the results returned by the D-Wave in
nearly all cases (99.6%). Though it can not be proven that it always obtains the global minimum
of the objective function, it has shown that it reliably generated a more minimum solution than
the D-Wave alone. MQC has been demonstrated to be a useful form of quantum error correction
for an adiabatic quantum annealing computer.
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